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Quality Control is…

Quality control is an action that means to not flow or produce NG

(defective products)

At the end of the manufacturing process, the inspection process is

being done. This is to not flow or produce NG in the manufactory.

In another meaning、to also lessen the “variability” that has been

made in the manufacturing process.

The cause of variability

We said that we can prevent the variability by doing quality

control operation.

But what is the cause of “baratsuki/variability”?

The cause…

We memorize it by : “５Ｍ＋１Ｅ”

What is ５Ｍ+１Ｅ
We’ll explain it below…

５Ｍ+１Ｅ
①（ＭＡＴＥＲＩＡＬ）
②（ＭＡＣＨＩＮＥ）
③（ＭＡＮ）
④（ＭＥＴＨＯＤ）
⑤（ＭＥＡＳＵＲＥＭＥＮＴ）
⑥（ＥＮＶＩＲＯＮＭＥＮＴ）

To improve the quality of the product,

We must know the cause of the variability,

We can easily discover the problem by these 5M+1E method.



①（ＭＡＴＥＲＩＡＬ）

If there is a variability or problem in the materials, it will affect the 

processing and assemble process

The first step is to inspect the materials to prevent variability.

②（ＭＡＣＨＩＮＥ）

The condition of machines and facilities will affect the quality of the

product

It is necessary to check the machines and other tools before working.

In addition, general inspection of machines should be done regularly.

③（ＭＡＮ））workers

The skill of the worker will affect the precision of processing and 

assembling.

To improve the skills of the workers, it is necessary to do training 

skills and give proper education to them.

④（ＭＥＴＨＯＤ）

Variability will occur if the process method and work procedure aren’t

done properly.

It is good to make and prepare work procedure file/documents. Then

train the workers to work according to that work procedure document.



⑤（ＭＥＡＳＵＲＥＭＥＮＴ）

The measurement process and method will affect the measurement

data of the product.

It is important to this process properly.

⑥（ＥＮＶＩＲＯＮＭＥＮＴ）
The temperature, atmosphere pressure and humidity will affect the 

materials, facilities, inspection, and etc.

With that, it will also affect the processing and assembling of the 

products.

Points in Quality control operation

We will summarize the important points of quality control operation 

practice.

ＱＣ Points

❶ Increase the quality awareness in the company.

❷ Everyone must maintain the working standards.

❸ Voluntary Inspection

❹ Use theＱＣMETHOD (like QC seven tools） to lessen the NG

❺ Use PDCA cycle method.



The cycle of managing: PDCA

Quality control is separated by 4 steps.

Revolve management cycle means “revolving the PDCA”

If the PDCA cycle is fast, it will increase the quality level.

ＰＤＣＡとは

① Keikaku（Plan）：Plan your work

② Jisshi(Do）：Do as planned

③ Kakunin（Check）：Examine the implementation results

④ Shochi(Act）： See the results and take action.

ＰＤＣＡを回す

Ｐ

ＤＣ

Ａ

Improvement



The important of P（Plan）

The “P” is very important so it will be explained deeply.

P（Plan）

１. Choosing the theme

・There are a lot of problems so it is important to set the

“theme”according to the priority order.

２． Set the grasp & goal

・It will cause a problem if there is a difference between the 

target/desired product and the existing. 

・After grasping the problem, clearly state “what” “how much”

and the“deadline”.

３． Create an activity plan

・Create using ５W2H

４． Factor Analysis

・Investigate the real factors.

Point

The trick is to proceed quantitatively by using methods like“QC 7 

tools”

D（Do）、C（Check）、A（Act）、And again P(plan)



D（Do）

・Do according as planned

C（Check）

・Check how effective it was according to the goal

・After achieving the goal, move on to th next.

・If the goals wasn’t achieved, go back to the step 1 which is planning.

A（Act）

・Make sure to maintain.

・Set “standardization” so that same quality will be produced even if

not same worker will do it

Point

Go back to the “plan”and turn/revolve continually

Quality is a continuous improvement.

Ｐ

ＤＣ

Ａ

mprovement


